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Biography
Hugo is an Associate in the Corporate/M&A practice at
Hogan Lovells Madrid office. With a comprehensive
understanding of issues surrounding international
corporate transactions, Hugo focuses on developing
and implementing the most efficient approach to all
transactions. His background in legal English, combined
with experience and knowledge of Spanish law, results
in a perfect mix for international clients investing or
divesting in Spain.
Focused on infrastructure, private equity and retail, he
advises several international companies on their
day-to-day business and reorganizations in Spain, and
has advised and coordinated teams in several
international corporate transactions with both
domestic and foreign clients.
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Practices
Mergers and Acquisitions

Prior to joining Hogan Lovells, he gained experience in
the renewable energy sector as an in-house lawyer for
the Elecnor group, and later focused on International
Business Transactions during his LLM at Georgetown
University in 2014.

Infrastructure, Energy, Resources,
and Projects

Representative experience

Education and
admissions

Advising Sepura plc, a company listed on the London
Stock Exchange, on its €127.5m acquisition of Spanish
telecommunications company Teltronic, S.A.

Private Equity

Education

Advising Douglas Group in its acquisitions of the retail
stores of the Bodybell and Perfumerías IF groups and
management of their day-to-day corporate and
commercial relations.
Advising Fomento de Construcciones y Contratas (FCC)
and Corporación Industrial Bankia, S.A. in the sale of
100% of their stake in Global Vía Infraestructuras, S.A.
Advising RiverRock fund in its acquisition of a minority
percentage in the Vigo University Hospital.
Advising ACON in its acquisition of 70% of the Spanish
Company Salesland, a leading player in Spain and Latin
America on sales force other sales services.
Advising Ardian in its acquisition of a minority stake in
>180Mw power plant in South of Spain.

Latest thinking and events
Press Releases
Hogan Lovells advises drom fragrances on its sale
to Givaudan

LLM in International Business and
Economic Law, Georgetown
University, 2014
Law Degree and Postgrad in
Business Administration,
Universidad Pontificia Comillas ICADE, 2012

